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conﬁrmed via X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). As compared to the spectra of pure
graphene coating, the XPS spectra of the G/Cs coating revealed a shift of the C1s and Cs3d5/2
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peaks to higher and lower binding energies, respectively; thus, implying the n-type charac-
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ter of the doping and indicating a charge transfer between Cs and graphene. Raman results
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show that a pure graphene coating is composed of fewer layers, fewer defects, and larger

XPS

domain size than the G/Cs coating. Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy was utilized to

Raman spectroscopy

study the work function of graphene and the G/Cs and revealed that doping graphene with

EIS

Cs dopants reduced the work function of graphene by 1.2 eV. Electrochemical testing during

Polarization

15-day immersion in 0.1 M NaCl indicated the destructive effect of the G/Cs coating on the
Cu substrate. The results showed that the G/Cs coating exhibits a higher corrosion rate and
lower corrosion resistance than even the bare metal itself.
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the
CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1.

Introduction

Due to its extraordinary properties, a signiﬁcant research
effort on the development of graphene coatings has been carried out in the last two decades. Several methods to control
the characteristics of graphene, including chemical and physi-

∗

cal approaches, have been reported [1]. The thermal annealing
[2,3], chemical functionalization [4,5], changing the number of
graphene layers [6], engineering the defects and disorders of
the graphene layers [7], irradiation of graphene via different
types of radiation [8,9] (i.e., plasma, UV, IR, etc.) are all different approaches to modify speciﬁc characteristics of graphene.
Among all these characteristics, changing the Fermi level and
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the work function of the graphene is one of the most interesting. Graphene is a zero bandgap semiconductor, and the
control of the Fermi level opens a wide range of electrical,
thermionic, and optical applications [10].
Due to the serious dilemmas, regarding the usage of the
conventional conductive transparent metal oxides (such as
ITO) [11], graphene shows potential as an alternative for conventional conductive transparent metal oxides, and replacing
them with graphene would have a revolutionary impact on
the size, cost, weight, and functions of future electronic and
optoelectronic devices. The impressive ability of graphene to
serve as both cathode and anode in electronic and optoelectronic devices is undeniable due to the tunable work function
of graphene [10]. Application of graphene as cathode demands
lowering its work function that can be achieved by n-doping,
and in this regard alkali metals have been reported as some of
the most effective dopants [12].
Kwon et al. used wet chemical doping to lower the work
function of graphene [12]. They used alkali metal carbonate
as the precursor of n-dopant agents. In three steps, they synthesized graphene and doped graphene with the alkali metal
solution. They could lower the work function of graphene from
4.25 eV to 3.4 eV, but due to the formation of metal particles on
the graphene layer, the optical transmittance of the graphene
layer was diminished. Chang et al. reported a multi-step process to produce, transfer, and dope the graphene layers with
alkali metals for application as a top cathode in blue organic
light-emitting diodes [13]. Using their n-doping procedure,
they could reduce the graphene’s work function from 4.2 eV
to 3.2 eV. Since this doping procedure was a multi-step process, it was time-consuming, and altering the ﬁnal product
quality was inevitable. Park et al. investigated the tunability of the graphene’s charge transport and work function by
wet chemical doping of alkali metal carbonates for application
in n-channel thin-ﬁlm transistors (TFTs) [14]. Although alkali
metal carbonates improved the carrier injection in n-channel
TFTs, the results showed that the doping process introduced
impurities into the graphene structure that affected the product quality. The wet chemical doping of GO was also reported
by different research groups, but in all of them the doping
procedure consisted of different steps, and the quality of
the ﬁnal product was dramatically affected by the procedure
[15,16]. As can be seen, the wet chemical doping procedure
is a widely used method, because it is simple and effective,
but this process demands some extra steps such as transferring the graphene to the alkali metal solution, soaking the
graphene or GO in the solutions for some time, and drying the soaked samples [13,15]. These extra steps introduce
defects in the graphene structure and affect the quality of the
ﬁnal products. Furthermore, in some cases, prolonged soaking
time resulted in developing alkali metal particles or impurities on the graphene matrix that deteriorated the optical
transparency of the graphene layer drastically [12]. Furthermore, there are no reports that present the dopants’ impact
on the substrate’s electrochemical characteristics. If the doped
graphene coating is going to act as a low work function cathode on the metal substrate, the inertness of the coating could
be one of the concerns that could be controversial in long term
applications.
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In fact, and beside its potential application in electronic
devices, the chemical inertness, thermal stability (higher than
1500 ◦ C under an inert environment), excellent mechanical
properties, and water impermeability of graphene (thanks to
its sp2 orbital hybridization that forms a natural diffusion
barrier) made it an attractive candidate in corrosion barrier ﬁeld [17]. Since the graphene coating does not change
the thickness and appearance of the substrate, it is an
ideal coating to protect a metal substrate from the destructive effects. Many reports proved the potential of graphene
as corrosion [2,18,19] and oxidation [20] barrier on different metal substrates. Especially chemical vapor deposition
(CVD)-grown graphene coatings have been shown to significantly improve the corrosion resistance of copper, nickel,
aluminum, and molybdenum [18,19,21–23]. Furthermore, the
graphene coating doped with nitrogen (as an n-dopant)
was also reported as a practical approach for improving
the corrosion protection of metal via graphene coating
[24,25], therefore, investigating the effect of the Cs (as an
n-dopant) on the inertness of the G/Cs coating can be interesting.
Here we present experimental results on the effect of
doping graphene with cesium, which has the lowest work
function among the different alkali metals. We propose an
improved CVD method instead of the wet chemical doping
process with Cs2 CO3 , widely used in the past for doping graphene. Aside from being a simple one-step process,
CVD is less time-consuming and provides a coating with
a low level of impurities. In the process of synthesizing
graphene via the CVD method, Cs2 CO3 was introduced in
the furnace and thermally evaporated, which resulted in
doping of the growing graphene layer. A detailed characterization study with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
and Raman spectroscopy revealed that graphene was successfully doped with Cs. As anticipated, due to the low work
function of Cs, the work function of the graphene layer was
lowered.
Different electrochemical techniques were used to investigate the effect of the dopant on the chemical inertness of
the graphene layer and determine the effect of Cs on corrosion susceptibility of graphene coating on copper in 0.1 M NaCl
solution.

2.

Experimental

2.1.

Materials

The reaction gases, methane (CH4 , with 99.995% purity),
hydrogen (H2 , 99.999%), and argon (Ar, 99.999%) were obtained
from A-Rang Gas, Korea. A 0.254 mm thick Cu (99.95%) foil
was purchased from Alfa Aeser, USA. Cs2 CO3 (99.994%) was
purchased from Alfa Aeser, UK. The thermal CVD equipment, purchased from Scientiﬁc Engineers (S. Korea), was
used to deposit graphene coating on the Cu foils. NaCl (Sigma
Aldrich, USA) and deionized water from the Milli-Q system
(Millipore, USA) were used in all electrochemical experiments.
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2.4.

Fig. 1 – Schematic illustration of the doping process during
CVD of graphene.

2.2.
CVD of graphene and cesium-doped graphene
(G/Cs) on copper substrate
The CVD method was utilized as a synthesis method for
depositing G/Cs coating on Cu foil as the catalyst (1 × 1 cm2
and 2.5 × 2.5 cm2 ). After the pre-annealing process (Supporting information), Cs2 CO3 (as Cs precursor) was introduced into
the tube furnace along with the Cu substrate. The tube furnace
temperature increased from room temperature to 1000 ◦ C,
while the samples were exposed to H2 /Ar (200/200 sccm). After
reaching 1000 ◦ C, the samples were kept at this temperature
for 20 min, then exposed to the CH4 /H2 /Ar gas mixture (100,
200 and 200 sccm, respectively) for 10 min and then the furnace was cooled to room temperature (100 ◦ C/min cooling rate)
under the same starting gas mixture employed in the heating
step. A past study showed that heating Cs2 CO3 up to 600 ◦ C
results in the decomposition of this material [26]. Therefore
the presence of this material in the tube furnace during the
graphene growth resulted in doping of the graphene layer with
Cs dopants (Fig. 1). The pure graphene coating was grown in a
similar synthesis procedure without introducing the Cs2 CO3
into the feedstock. Since the length of the hot zone in the CVD
furnace was limited and to make sure of the reproducibility of
the doping technique, every time 3–4 samples (based on their
sizes) were prepared.

2.3.

Characterization

To investigate the morphological characteristics of the samples, scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Stereoscan 440
from Leica/Cambridge) was utilized. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) was used to evaluate the chemical compositions of the coatings. XPS was performed using a K-Alpha
System (Thermo electron) spectrometer equipped with AlK␣
monochromatic X-ray source (1486.7 eV) and a micro-focused
monochromator. The pass energy was 200 eV for the survey spectra and 50 eV for the high-resolution spectra. The
quality of the obtained samples and their doping procedure were investigated using Raman spectroscopy (RFS 100/S,
Bruker,  = 532 nm, resolution 1 cm−1 ). The work function was
obtained by ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) technique (UPS, R4000 spectrometer, VG scienta, UK). The chemical
composition of the samples before and after 15-day immersion in 0.1 M NaCl was investigated using LEO SUPRA 55 (Carl
Zeiss AG, Germany), equipped with an energy-dispersive Xray spectroscopy (EDX) instrument EDAX GENESIS 2000 (EDAX
Inc., USA).

Electrochemical measurements

The corrosion stability of bare Cu, graphene-coated Cu (GCu), and G/Cs-coated Cu (G/Cs-Cu) was monitored in 0.1 M
NaCl for 15 days. Three-electrode setup was employed, including the bare Cu or graphene-coated Cu, and G/Cs-coated Cu,
Pt mesh, and saturated calomel electrode (SCE) serving as
working, counter and reference electrodes, respectively. All
potentials were reported versus SCE. Electrochemical tests
were carried out with the Reference 600 instrument (Gamry,
USA). Open circuit potential, EOCP , was monitored for at least
30 min before each measurement to ensure satisfactory stability. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was
performed with 5 mV sinusoidal AC voltage variation around
EOCP , over the 100 kHz-10 mHz frequency range. Echem Analyst software (Gamry, USA) was used for impedance spectra
ﬁtting and analysis. Polarization measurements were carried out after 15-day immersion in 0.1 M NaCl using both
linear polarization (±15 mV vs. EOCP , 0.125 mV s−1 scan rate)
and potentiodynamic sweep (±150 mV vs. EOCP , scan rate
0.5 mV s−1 ) techniques.

3.

Results and discussion

3.1.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

SEM images of bare Cu ﬁlm before pre-treatment and coating deposition showed imperfections, cracks, and a rough
texture, which were the characteristics of cutting and cold
rolling processes (Fig. 2a). The impurities and metal oxides
on the bare Cu can be another reason for these morphology imperfections. After depositing graphene on the Cu foil,
which was accompanied by a pre-treatment process, the
oxide layers on the Cu surface were removed. Due to the
high growth temperature of graphene (1000 ◦ C), melting the
surface of the Cu substrate can also bring surface reconstruction of Cu that signiﬁcantly affected the surface morphology
and resulted in a smoother surface compared to the bare
Cu foil (Fig. 2b). In order to grow a defect-free graphene
layer, pre-treatment of the Cu foil is mandatory. The metal
oxides and impurities on the Cu surface act as obstacles
for the growth of a continuous graphene layer and provide
nucleation sites for mono- and bi-layer graphene growth.
The pre-treatment steps greatly improved the Cu substrate’s
imperfections, and the rough and non-uniform morphology
of the Cu substrate before pre-treatment was changed after
pre-treatment to a perfectly soft and uniform surface that
is needed for graphene growth. Therefore, the Cu foil’s pretreatment process before the growth of graphene and etching
the Cu surface via H2 at a high temperature (1000 ◦ C) in the
CVD furnace seems a mandatory step to have a high-quality
graphene layer. The SEM images of the graphene-coated samples showed a uniform surface. For the G/Cs-coated sample
(Fig. 2c), compared to the bare Cu foil, a uniform smooth
surface was observed, and there was no sign of particle
or agglomeration on the surface, which can be a sign of
homogenous distribution of the Cs elements on the sample.
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Fig. 3 – The XPS survey scan data of graphene coating and
G/Cs coating.

Fig. 2 – SEM images of (a) bare Cu, (b) graphene-coated Cu,
and (c) G/Cs-coated Cu foil.

3.2.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

XPS provides useful information on the doping process of
the graphene coating during the CVD procedure, as well as
the chemical composition of the samples. The XPS survey
spectra of the graphene coating and G/Cs coating are presented in Fig. 3. The G/Cs spectra have pronounced Cs peaks
(Cs3d3/2 , Cs3d5/2 ), indicating the presence of Cs element along
with the other elements on the substrate. Based on the infor-

mation regarding the chemical composition of the graphene
coating and G/Cs coating, the elements presented on the surface were C and O for graphene coating and C, O, and Cs for
the G/Cs coating. In comparison with the C1s peak of pure
graphene coating (284.5 eV), there is a small shift of C1s peak
of the G/Cs coating (285.1 eV) to the higher binding energy, supporting the assumption of the electron transfer between the
graphene coating and Cs, and n-type doping of graphene coating [12]. Although the bare Cu foils underwent pre-treatment
to remove the remnant oxide from their surface before CVD,
a small amount of oxide can be observed on the surface after
the coating deposition. Since the CVD method was at ambient
pressure, the presence of oxide in the tube furnace during the
deposition process can be one of the reasons for observing O
element in the coatings’ composition.
Fig. 4a and b shows the deconvoluted C1s XPS spectra of
pure graphene coating and G/Cs coating, respectively, with
peaks assigned to different functional groups. Corrections
due to charging effects were performed with respect to C1s
at 284.5 eV, and all spectra underwent a Shirley background
subtraction before curve ﬁtting. Generally, the C1s peak of
pure graphene coating contains four different carbon bonds
such as C C bond (sp2 hybridized carbon) at about 284.5 eV,
C C bond (sp3 hybridized carbon) at 285.4 eV, C O bond at
286.6 eV, and a peak at around 288.5 eV assigned to carbonyl
C O group [27]. The intensity of the peak that originated from
the sp2 -hybridized C is higher than the other peaks for both
samples (Fig. 4a and b), indicating that both the graphene
coating and G/Cs coating have a high graphitization degree.
The oxygen-containing functional groups in the C1s XPS spectra of the samples might have originated from the remnant
oxygen adsorption in the tube furnace or the ambient O2
adsorption after the samples were removed from the reaction
chamber.
Fig. 4c and d shows the high-resolution XPS spectra of the
O1s region for both graphene coating and G/Cs coating. Four
peaks resulted from the deconvolution of the O1s core-level
spectrum. The peaks at about 529.4 eV are related to the CuO
phase (cupric oxide), whereas the 530.2 eV peak was attributed
to Cu2 O phase (cuprous oxide){Barreca, 2007 #172}. The rela-
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Fig. 4 – XPS C1s spectra of (a) graphene coating and (b) G/Cs coating; O1s spectra of (c) graphene coating and (d) G/Cs coating;
(e) Cs3d spectra of G/Cs coating, and (f) UPS spectrum (the cutoff region) of the graphene and G/Cs.

tive percentages of CuO and Cu2 O phases, calculated based
on measured peak areas, were 25.8% and 46.7% (G-Cu), and
21.0% and 48.1% (G/Cs-Cu), respectively. By comparing the
composition of these two phases for graphene coating and
G/Cs coating, it can be seen that for the graphene coating CuO
phase has higher concentration (25.8%) than CuO phase in
G/Cs coating (21.0%), while the Cu2 O phase of graphene coating has lower concentration (46.7%) than the same phase in
G/Cs coating (48.1%). Based on the previous report, the Cu2 O
is an unstable oxide phase that can easily turn to CuO in the
presence of oxygen [28]. During the ambient pressure CVD,
the oxygen inside the CVD chamber affected both coatings
and substrates during the deposition. Apparently, in the case
of graphene coating, the amount of oxygen that reached the
substrate was higher than G/Cs; therefore, the concentration
of CuO is higher in the case of graphene coating. O1s XPS analysis showed that the concentrations of C O (531.3 eV) and
C O (532.4 eV) were higher (23.2 % and 7.7 %, respectively)

in G/Cs coating than in graphene coating (21.9 % and 5.6 %,
respectively).
Fig. 4e presents the Cs3d peaks of Cs, where smaller binding
energy of Cs3d5/2 in G/Cs coating (724.4 eV) can be observed as
compared to the one reported in the literature (726.4 eV) [29].
Based on the reports, this shift implies the existence of additional positive charges surrounding the Cs atoms, which could
be due to the electron transfer from Cs to graphene coating
[30].

3.3.

Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS)

Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy was used to investigate the changes in the graphene work function by introducing
cesium into its structure. UPS spectra were obtained using the
He I irradiation (h = 21.2 eV). To avoid interference of the spectrometer threshold in the UPS spectra, samples were biased at
−10 V during UPS measurements and observed the secondary
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electron edge. The work function of the sample W is computed
as:
W = h − (EF − Ecutoff )

(1)

where h is the photon energy of the excitation light (21.2 eV),
EF is the Fermi edge, and Ecutoff is the inelastic high binding
energy cutoff. Fig. 4f shows the results of the UPS measurement (cutoff region) of graphene and G/Cs samples. As shown
in Fig. 4f, the cutoff binding energy of graphene is 16.7 eV.
According to Eq. (1), the average measured values for a work
function of 3 different graphene samples were about 4.5 eV,
which was in agreement with previously reported values for
graphene [31]. By doping graphene with cesium, the cutoff
binding energy shifted about 1.2 eV to higher binding energies,
and the work function of G/Cs was reduced to 3.3 eV. Therefore, doping graphene with n-doping agents (electropositive
elements) increases its electron density and lowers its work
function.

3.4.

Raman

Raman spectroscopy is known as a useful and non-destructive
method that has been utilized to characterize the number
of layers, the quality of graphene coating, and the presence
of defects and disorders. Furthermore, this method is very
sensitive to doping. In the Raman pattern of ideal singlelayer graphene (without any defects), the G band (at around
1570−1585 cm−1 ) and 2D band (at around 2640−2680 cm−1 ) are
the predominant features. On the other hand, the presence of
defects and disorders results in the appearance of some other
peaks, such as D band (at around 1320−1350 cm−1 ), D’ band
(at around 1602−1625 cm−1 ), G* band (at around 2460 cm−1 ),
and D + G band (at around 2940 cm−1 ). In a Raman pattern
(starting from the lower wavenumbers) ﬁrst, there is the D
band that is activated by defects and is due to the breathing
modes of sp2 rings [32]. Since the intensity of the D band is
strongly associated with the degree of disorder of graphene,
the absence of the D band will guarantee the excellent crystallization of the graphene coating. The G band originates from
the ﬁrst-order Raman scattering process and corresponds to
the primary in-plane vibrational mode of sp2 carbon atoms.
The intensity of this peak will increase linearly with increasing graphene coating thickness because more carbon atoms
are detected in the multi-layer graphene [33]. If there are
some randomly distributed impurities, domain boundaries,
or graphene edges, the G-peak can split into two peaks, G
peak (1580 cm−1 ) and D peak (1620 cm−1 ) [32]. If there is a
short-range disorder (e.g., defects, adatoms, or vacancies), a
D band would be observed in the Raman pattern of graphene,
while long-range disorders (charged impurities, ripples, or
dislocations) would introduce a D band into the graphene
Raman pattern. The D band arises from the double resonance,
intravalley, defect-induced, process [32]. The G* band appears
in the Raman pattern that originates from a combination of
the in-plane transverse optical phonon and the zone boundary in-plane longitudinal acoustic phonon modes [34]. The 2D
band originates from a two-phonon double resonance process. It is an overtone of the D band and always appears in
the graphene Raman spectrum even when its ﬁrst order is

Fig. 5 – Raman patterns of graphene coating and G/Cs
coating.

absent. The shape and position of the 2D band are related to
the number of graphene layers, and this peak becomes broad
and upshifts when the number of graphene layers increases
from a single-layer to multi-layer graphene [32]. Moreover, the
last feature in the Raman pattern of graphene (consisting of
defects and disorders) is a combination scattering mode D + G
band (at around 2950 cm−1 ), which requires abundant edges
and defective sites for its activation.
As can be seen in Fig. 5, pure graphene coating only contained D, G, and 2D bands, while after doping, some other
bands (D , G*, and D + G) appeared in the Raman pattern. The
D band was present in both samples, corresponding to the
low crystallinity of the graphene coatings, which is typical
for CVD of graphene at ambient pressure. The intensity of
D, G, and 2D bands (ID , IG , and I2D ) provides useful information about the structure of the synthesized graphene coating.
From the intensity of the peaks in Fig. 5, it can be observed
that the ID /IG ratio of pure graphene coating is smaller than
that of G/Cs coating (0.53 to 0.69, respectively), demonstrating
that doping graphene with Cs atoms deteriorates the quality
of the graphene coating and increases the number of defects
and edges in its structure. Moreover, the ID /IG ratio is inversely
proportional to the graphene domain size, L␣ , which shows
that increasing the number of defects will reduce the domain
size of the graphene coating (Eq. (2)). The L␣ is related to the
graphene coating’s domain size (or average distance between
defects) and can be calculated using the ID /IG intensity ratio
and the Tuinstra–Koenig relation [35]:
L˛ = 2.4 × 10−10 4laser

 I −1
D

IG

(2)

where L␣ is the graphene domain size (in nm), and laser is
the excitation laser wavelength (532 nm). The doping process
is usually accompanied by introducing defects and edges into
the graphene coating structure. After Cs-doping of graphene
coating, the ID /IG increases from 0.53 to 0.69, which means the
domain size is smaller for G/Cs coating than pure graphene
coating (27.8 nm and 36.2 nm, respectively). Smaller domain
size (or grain size) of the G/Cs coating implies the presence of more grain boundaries in the coating’s structure. The
grain boundaries can act as a site for electron scattering,
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which negatively affects the electron transport of the coating
and degrades the coating’s electrical conductivity and carrier
mobility [12,13]. Further, the change in grain size and the presence of the grain boundaries could also affect the material’s
electrical properties [36–38], including conductivity [39].
Apart from ID /IG , another useful method for investigating the characteristics of graphene is the intensity ratio of
2D to G bands (I2D /IG ) that is dependent on the number of
graphene layers. It is known that I2D /IG ≥ 2 refers to singlelayer graphene (SLG); I2D /IG < 1 refers to few-layer graphene
(FLG), while 1 < I2D /IG < 2 refers to bi-layer graphene (BLG)
[18]. Based on the G and 2D band intensities (IG and I2D )
extracted from the Raman spectrum in Fig. 5, graphene coating shows higher I2D /IG than G/Cs coating (0.43 and 0.31
respectively), which means that both coatings are FLG and
the thickness of pure graphene coating is smaller than G/Cs
coating.
The shifting of the G band in the Raman pattern provides
additional information about the doping process. Some studies showed that the G band upshifts (higher wavenumber)
via hole doping (p-dopant) or downshifts (lower wavenumber) via electron doping (n-dopant) [12,40], therefore in the
case of Cs-doping (as an n-dopant), G band is expected to
shift towards lower wavenumbers (downshift) [41,42]. Based
on this information and considering the peak position G
band in the Raman pattern of G/Cs coating (1577 cm−1 ), a
downshift of this band can be observed in comparison with
pure graphene coating (1585 cm−1 ) that implies the n-type
doping of graphene coating [14]. Apart from the intensity
and location of the peaks, the D band’s full width at halfmaximum (FWHM) is also changed by doping graphene layers
via the Cs dopants. Previous studies showed that due to
the bonding structure and the generation of new defects
after doping, the widths of D bands get broader than pure
graphene coating [43]. The FWHM of the D band for graphene
coating is smaller than that for G/Cs coating (58 cm−1 and
62 cm−1 , respectively), indicating an increased number of
defects in the graphene coating after doping process. Based
on these results, it is concluded that the in-situ n-doping of
graphene coating with Cs atoms was successful. However,
the pure graphene coating composed of fewer layers, fewer
defects, and larger domain size as compared to the G/Cs coating.

3.5.

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)

Surface composition and elemental analysis of the bare Cu,
graphene-coated Cu (G-Cu), and G/Cs-coated Cu (G/Cs-Cu)
samples before and after of exposure to 0.1 M NaCl were evaluated using EDX analysis (Table 1). All samples contained
Cu and O (originating from the present oxides), along with
C for graphene coating, and C and Cs for G/Cs coating. The
bare Cu before exposure contains a small amount of oxygen,
due to the exposure to ambient air. Pre-treatment of Cu ﬁlm
before graphene deposition and depositing graphene coating on Cu ﬁlm at 1000 ◦ C removed most of the oxide layer
from the Cu surface. From Table 1, it can be seen that the
Cu surface after graphene deposition still contains a negligible amount of oxygen. Since the graphene was deposited on
the Cu substrate in an APCVD technique, the presence of oxy-

Table 1 – Surface element contents for bare Cu, G-Cu,
and G/Cs-Cu samples, as-prepared and after 15 days of
immersion in 0.1 M NaCl, determined by EDX analysis.
Sample

As prepared

15 days in
0.1 M NaCl

bare Cu
G-Cu
G/Cs-Cu
bare Cu
G-Cu
G/Cs-Cu

Element content (at.%)
Cu

C

O

97.0
88.0
82.5
88.8
82.9
80.5

–
11.7
15.5
–
12.4
16.3

3.0
0.3
1.0
11.2
4.7
2.2

Cs
–
–
1.0
–
–
1.0

gen in the tube furnace is undeniable, and it can be assigned
to the oxidation of Cu foil through the defected sites of the
graphene coating or graphene grain boundaries. Comparing
the amounts of C in the composition of graphene coating (11.7
at.%) and G/Cs coating (15.5 at.%) showed a higher amount
of C for G/Cs coating. Based on the Raman results (Section
3.4), the G/Cs coating was composed of more graphene layers
compared to the graphene coating; therefore, higher carbon
content in the EDX characterization could be due to this situation.
The EDX data after 15 days of immersion in 0.1 M NaCl
(Table 1) indicated that the corrosion of the metal occurred
for all samples, as evidenced by decreased Cu content. For
bare Cu, the oxygen content increased signiﬁcantly from 3.0
at.% to 11.2 at.%, indicating a high oxidation rate of the bare
Cu surface. The increase in oxygen content could indicate the
growth of a copper oxides layer, which may cause slight passivation of the Cu surface. The amount of O also increased for
G-Cu (4.7 at.%) and G/Cs-Cu (2.2 at.%) samples, pointing to the
growth of oxide layers on the Cu surface during immersion
in 0.1 M NaCl. However, the O content after 15-day immersion was lower for G/Cs-Cu (2.2 at.%) in comparison with G-Cu
(4.7 at.%). Speciﬁcally, the amount of O content was lower for
as-prepared G-Cu (0.3 at.%), compared to G/Cs-Cu (1.0 at.%),
which was reversed after 15 days of exposure to corrosion
environment. Generally, EDX is not an infallible technique for
quantiﬁcation of trace amounts of elements, but the XPS also
conﬁrmed higher oxygen content for G/Cs-Cu (11 at.%) compared to G-Cu (2.5 at.%) for the as-prepared samples, so it is
believable that the general trend observed by EDX was reliable.
This change in oxygen content for the two coated samples
after exposure to 0.1 M NaCl could be explained by forming a
passive oxide layer in the coating pores, which was more pronounced for G-Cu. The formation of an oxide layer can help
slow down the corrosion process if it acts as a passive barrier.
This effect was hindered in the case of G/Cs-Cu, which could
be explained by the property of the G/Cs coating to actually
enhance corrosion and promote the dissolution of both the
metal and the oxide layer, as will be shown through the electrochemical testing results in the following sections. The C
and Cs contents for coated samples were almost unchanged
after 15 days, conﬁrming that there were no changes in the
structures of coatings themselves. Further investigations of
the corrosion behavior of different samples will be carried out
using different electrochemical techniques in the following
sections.
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3.6.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

The impedance spectra for bare Cu (Fig. 6a and b), G-Cu (Fig. 6c
and 6d) and G/Cs-Cu (Fig. 6e and f) showed decreasing trends
of the overall impedance over the investigated 15-day period
and consequently decreasing protective properties with exposure to the corrosion environment. However, even though
the impedances for all of the samples decreased after 15
days (Fig. 6), the pure graphene-coated sample still possessed
the highest impedance values compared to other samples,
pointing to better protective properties of the pure graphene
coating. G/Cs coating’s Nyquist diagram underwent signiﬁcant
changes after 15 days, compared to day 0 (Fig. 6e), especially
in the low-frequency region. This region is usually ascribed
to the double layer on the metal/electrolyte interface, and
the dramatic change in the shape and decrease of the overall
impedance for G/Cs-Cu in this region could imply a decrease of
the charge transfer resistance and enhanced corrosion of the
metal under the coating. The appearances of Bode phase angle
plots (Fig. 6b, d and f) are indicative of the presence of two
time constants, RC, in the system, where one, at middle/higher
frequencies depicts the coating and the other, at lower frequencies, illustrates the electrochemical double layer. For
G-Cu (Fig. 6d), the reason for the appearance of one wide peak
after 30 min and 7 h, instead of two separate, is the thin but
compact graphene coating that was not signiﬁcantly affected
by the electrolyte upon short term immersion and there were
not many pores through which the electrolyte could come in
contact with the metal, so there was no sufﬁcient interaction to obtain separate frequency-dependent responses of the
graphene coating and the electrochemical double layer on the
metal/electrolyte interface under the coating. This is also corroborated by the fact that the appearance of Bode diagrams
(both the modulus and phase angle) did not signiﬁcantly
change between 30 min and 7 h. On the other hand, after 15
days, signiﬁcant coating degradation has occurred, as also evidenced by the decreasing impedance values in the Nyquist
plot in Fig. 6c and Bode modulus plot in Fig. 6d. This has led to
the change in the phase angle responses of the graphene coating and the double layer on the electrode/electrolyte interface,
depicted as two “peaks” in the phase angle plots. On the other
hand, G/Cs-Cu (Fig. 6f) exhibited two separate peaks even initially (after 30 min and 7 h), indicating the poor initial coating
quality that led to exposed large surface area of the metal and
the signiﬁcant response from the electrochemical double layer
even upon short-term immersion, which is in line with poor
anticorrosion performance of the G/Cs coating compared to
pure G.
The impedance values for G-Cu were signiﬁcantly higher
than both bare Cu and G/Cs-Cu after 30 min (Fig. 7a and b)
and 15 days (Fig. 7c and d) of immersion in 0.1 M NaCl. G-Cu
even exhibited higher impedance after 15 days (Fig. 7c and
d) compared to bare Cu after 30 min (Fig. 7a and b), indicating the superior anti-corrosion performance of G-Cu and the
ability of graphene coating to inhibit the corrosion of copper
signiﬁcantly. On the other hand, G/Cs-Cu exhibited the lowest anti-corrosion performance of all investigated samples,
even lower than bare Cu (insets in Fig. 7a and c). This behavior
could be explained as follows. First, the adhesion of Cs-doped
graphene coating on Cu substrate was lower compared to pure
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graphene coating on Cu (as determined by visual inspection
of the coating surfaces, where ﬂaking and delamination was
observed for G/Cs coating, unlike the pure graphene coating),
leading to incomplete coverage of the metal. The delamination and incomplete coverage of the metal by the G/Cs
coating could play a signiﬁcant role in coating’s anti-corrosion
performance. It is well known that graphene is highly conductive and could form a galvanic cell on the metal surface,
leading to worsened corrosion stability of the coated sample, compared to the non-coated one [44]. This effect could
be signiﬁcant even though some studies have shown that the
conductivity of graphene sheets could decrease after doping with alkali metals [12,45]. Thus, the Cs-doped graphene
coating exposed anodic sites on the metal surface, promoting active dissolution of Cu and leading to decreased overall
anti-corrosion performance. Another effect of n-doping of the
graphene coating with Cs is reﬂected in lowering the electron
work function, as determined by UPS measurements (Section
3.3). The lower work function of the G/Cs coating (3.3 eV) compared to pure graphene (4.5 eV) could have a profound effect
on anti-corrosion performance. It is well known that lowering
the surface work function would lead to enhanced copper corrosion, due to higher activity of electrons at the grain boundary
[46–48]. Lowering the electron work function would cause the
surface to become more electrochemically active [46], thus
decreasing the corrosion resistance of copper, as observed for
G/Cs-Cu samples. However, in order to verify the mechanism
of Cs-doping inﬂuence on G/Cs coating’s anti-corrosion performance, more in-depth studies should be carried out.
The obtained EIS spectra were ﬁtted with equivalent electrical circuits (EEC) presented in Fig. 8, to elucidate the physical
model of the metal surface and to obtain the time variations
of corrosion parameters during exposure to 0.1 M NaCl.
Bare Cu sample was ﬁtted with the EEC shown in Fig. 8a,
where an ohmic electrolyte resistance, R , was connected in
series to three parallel RC circuits. The ﬁrst RC circuit depicted
constant phase element, CPEc , and pore resistance, Rp , of the
oxide layer on the Cu surface, as conﬁrmed by EDX analysis
(Table 1). Moreover, the copper oxide species were determined
by XPS (Section 3.2) using the deconvolution of the O1s, proving that the oxide layer on the Cu surface consisted of mixed
CuO and Cu2 O oxides. Analyzing further the physical model
of the bare Cu/electrolyte interface (represented schematically
in Fig. 8a), we proposed that the second RC circuit with constant phase element, CPEdl , and charge transfer resistance, Rct ,
corresponded to the electrochemical reaction of Cu corrosion
in the electrochemical double layer on the metal/electrolyte
interface inside the pores of the oxide layer, as follows. The
mechanism of the Cu corrosion reaction in the chloridecontaining electrolyte can be described using Eqs. (3) and (4),
where the ﬁrst step is the oxidation of Cu to Cu+ ions and
instantaneous reaction with Cl– ions in the electrolyte, resulting in the formation of CuCl salt corrosion product (Eq. (3)) [49].
However, CuCl reacts almost immediately with the excess Cl–
ions to form soluble CuCl2 – corrosion products (Eq. (4)), which
then diffuse away from the interface into the bulk solution [49].
The third RC circuit at low frequencies (constant phase element, CPEF , and resistance, RF ) was assumed to illustrate the
faradaic redox processes involving corrosion products and/or
dissolved oxygen, taking place at the electrode surface [50,51].
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Fig. 6 – (a,c,e) Nyquist and (b,d,f) Bode plots of (a,b) bare Cu, (c,d) G-Cu and (e,f) G/Cs-Cu after different immersion periods in
0.1 M NaCl.

The rate of Cu corrosion in chloride media was proven to
be under mixed control; i.e., it is controlled by both charge
transfer and mass transport which is thought to be directly
related to the diffusion of CuCl2 – ions that formed in reaction (4) away from the electrode surface [49]. Thus, the CuCl2 –
corrosion products can participate in redox reactions at the
metal/electrolyte interface, giving rise to the faradaic capacitance and resistance elements [50]. The goodness of ﬁt (2 )
parameter was of the order of magnitude of ∼10−6 for bare Cu
spectra.
Cu + Cl− → CuCl + e−

(3)

CuCl + Cl− → CuCl−
2

(4)

On the other hand, G-Cu and G/Cs-Cu were ﬁtted with an
EEC presented in Fig. 8b, where CPEC represented a constant
phase element of G or G/Cs coating and oxide layer, whereas
Rp was used to describe the G or G/Cs coating pore resistance
and oxide layer resistance. Both the oxide layer and the G or

G/Cs coating were assumed to be very thin (the thickness of
the G and G/Cs coatings was conﬁrmed to be only a few atomic
layers, as discussed in the Raman spectroscopy (Section 3.4)),
therefore they were represented as one time constant instead
of two. The CPEdl and Rct circuit elements described the electrochemical double layer on the electrode/electrolyte interface
in the oxide layer’s pores and coating’s top layer (Fig. 8b).
However, in this case, there was no RC circuit depicting the
faradaic redox processes, as the thicker top layer (G or G/Cs
coating + the oxide layer) was assumed to suppress the effect
of faradaic contributions. The goodness of ﬁt (2 ) parameter
was of the order of magnitude of ∼10−6 − 10−3 for both G-Cu
and G/Cs-Cu spectra.
The time dependences of calculated resistances and capacitances are presented in Fig. 9. The impedance of a CPE
element (ZCPE ) can be represented with the following equation
[52]:

ZCPE = Y0−1 (iω)−n

(5)
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Fig. 7 – Comparison of impedance spectra for bare Cu, G-Cu and G/Cs-Cu after (a, b) 30 min and (c, d) 15 days of immersion
in 0.1 M NaCl.

where i2 = –1, Y0 −1 is CPE admittance, and ω is the angular frequency. The parameter n describes the deviation of CPE from
a pure capacitor (n = 1), while for n = 0, it would become a pure
resistor. The capacitance, CCPE , of a CPE element in the nonideal case, can be calculated from Eq. (6) [52], where ωmax is the
angular frequency of a semicircle maximum on the imaginary
axis in the complex plane.
CCPE = Y0 (ωmax )n−1

(6)

However, when the values of n are larger than 0.8 or close to
1.0, the capacitance can be approximated with Y0 , which was
done in our case, as the n values were in the range 0.8–1.0.
From the obtained curves, it is evident that both Rp (Fig. 9a)
and Rct (Fig. 9b) values exhibited decreasing trends over the 15
days. G-Cu sample exhibited the highest values of both coating pore resistance and charge transfer resistance, pointing to
superior anti-corrosion performance of the graphene-coated
copper. Interestingly, the Rp values for G/Cs-Cu increased ever
so slightly during the 15 days, possibly due to the growth of a
mixed CuO/Cu2 O layer. On the other hand, Rct for this sample
steadily decreased up to day 15, conﬁrming the progressing
corrosion of Cu and poor protective properties of Cs-doped Gr
coating. Similarly, the Rp for bare Cu increased up to around 8
days, due to the growth of a passive oxide layer on the metal
surface and then decreased with the exposure time.
The time-dependent behavior of the monitored capacitances agreed with the observed resistance trends. The
coating capacitance, Cc (Fig. 9c), increased as expected during
immersion, and its values were lowest for the G-Cu sample.

Similar behavior was also observed for double-layer capacitance, Cdl (Fig. 9d), that increased as corrosion intensiﬁed
during 0.1 M NaCl exposure. G/Cs-Cu sample exhibited the
highest values of both Cc and Cdl over the entire monitored
period, evidencing the lowest protective properties of the Csdoped graphene coating. The RF behavior for bare Cu followed
the general trend of the Rct element, i.e., a slight increase after
24 h, followed by a sharp decrease until 4 days of immersion,
and steadying off towards the end of the monitored 15-day
period (Fig. 9e). This RF decrease was followed by the increase
in faradaic capacitance values, CF , and this observed behavior could indicate progressing of Cu corrosion during 15 days
in chloride media, as the formation of new corrosion products and their more intense redox reactions at the metal
surface would lead to the increase in faradaic current ﬂow, and
therefore the decrease of the faradaic resistance and faradaic
capacitance increase. It should also be noted that the parameter n for the CPEF element was almost or even exactly equal to
1.0 during the entire period, indicating the almost pure capacitive nature of this element.
EIS measurements proved better protective properties of
the graphene coating (G-Cu), as conﬁrmed by the highest Rp and Rct values (Fig. 9), as well as the highest
impedances over the entire monitored period. On the other
hand, the Cs-doped graphene coating (G/Cs-Cu) did not exhibit
expected protective properties. It possessed even lower anticorrosion performance than bare Cu foils (as shown by lowest
impedances of G/Cs-Cu sample in Figs. 6 and 7), presumably
due to poorer overall quality and lower work function of the
n-doped graphene coating, as shown by Raman spectroscopy
and UPS (Sections 3.3 and 3.4).
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Fig. 8 – Equivalent electrical circuits used for EIS spectra ﬁtting overlaid over schematic representations of surfaces and
interfaces for (a) bare Cu and (b) G-Cu and G/Cs-Cu.

3.7.

Polarization measurements

The potentiodynamic polarization curves (Fig. 10), recorded
after 15 days of exposure to 0.1 M NaCl, provided qualitative and quantitative conﬁrmation of EIS conclusions. The
corrosion potentials, Ecorr , corrosion current densities, jcorr ,
and anodic and cathodic Tafel slopes, ba and bc , were calculated by Tafel analysis of the obtained polarization curves,
and their values are presented in Table 2. The G-Cu sample exhibited the lowest corrosion current density values
(0.11 A cm−2 ), conﬁrming the best corrosion protection properties of pure graphene coating on copper. On the other
hand, G/Cs-Cu exhibited almost three times higher jcorr
(0.65 A cm−2 ), compared to bare Cu (0.27 A cm−2 ), conﬁrming the previous conclusion that the Cs-doped coating not only
does not inhibit Cu corrosion but even enhances it. Linear
polarization measurements also conﬁrmed this behavior, as
the calculated polarization resistance, Rpol , values (Table 2)
were much higher for G-Cu (43.1 k cm2 ), compared to bare
Cu (25.2 k cm2 ). In contrast, G/Cs-Cu exhibited the lowest
Rpol values (17.1 k cm2 ), indicating better corrosion protection performance of the pure graphene coating than Cs-doped
graphene coating.

From the appearance of bare Cu and G/Cs-Cu polarization
curves (Fig. 10), it is evident that the mechanism and rate of the
anodic reaction did not change between these two samples,
indicating that G/Cs-Cu accelerated the Cu corrosion by inﬂuencing the rate of the cathodic reaction. The cathodic reaction
during copper corrosion in aqueous media is believed to be an
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) [49,51]:
O2 + 2H2 O + 4e− → 4 OH−

(7)

This reaction could also be written slightly differently,
which is more appropriate in neutral to slightly acidic media:
O2 + 4H+ + 4e− → 2H2 O

(8)

Either way, the cathodic Tafel slope was the same for both
bare Cu and G/Cs-Cu with the value of −100 mV dec−1 (Table 2),
so we could assume that Cs-doped Gr coating did not inﬂuence mechanism of ORR, instead only accelerating its rate.
The bc value slightly decreased to −80 mV dec−1 in the case
of G-Cu (Table 2), indicating that pure Gr coating could act as a
corrosion barrier by changing the mechanism of the cathodic
reaction. The anodic Tafel slopes were unchanged for all three
samples (Table 2) and always close to 60 mV dec−1 , suggesting
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Fig. 9 – Time dependences of (a) Rp , (b) Rct , (c) Cc and (d) Cdl for bare Cu, G-Cu and G/Cs-Cu, and (e) RF and CF for bare Cu
during 15 days of immersion in 0.1 M NaCl.

Table 2 – Corrosion parameters for bare Cu, G-Cu and G/Cs-Cu calculated from polarization measurements after 15 days
of immersion in 0.1 M NaCl.

Bare Cu
G-Cu
G/Cs-Cu

Ecorr (mV vs. SCE)

jcorr (A cm−2 )

vcorr (nm yr−1 )

Rpol (k cm2 )

ba (mV dec−1 )

bc (mV dec−1 )

−182
−150
−156

0.27
0.11
0.65

6.26
2.55
15.1

25.2
43.1
17.1

62
60
65

−100
−80
−100

that the anodic reaction takes place through the usual mechanism, as described by Eqs. (3) and (4) above. This is also in
accordance with anodic Tafel slope data from other studies
[49,51].
The corrosion rates (vcorr ) of bare Cu, G-Cu and G/Cs-Cu
were calculated from the obtained jcorr values, according to
the Eq. (9), derived from the Faraday’s law of electrolysis,
where M(Cu) is the molar mass of copper (63.55 g mol−1 ), (Cu)
is copper density (8.96 g cm-3 ), z is the number of electrons
exchanged in the copper corrosion reaction (Eq. (2)), and F
is Faraday’s constant (96,485 C mol−1 ). The obtained corrosion
rates (Table 2) were 6.26 nm yr−1 for bare Cu, 2.55 nm yr−1 for

G-Cu, and 15.1 nm yr−1 for G/Cs-Cu, conﬁrming that the G-Cu
sample exhibited the best anti-corrosion performance.
vcorr = jcorr ·

M(Cu)
z · F · (Cu)

(9)

Such low corrosion resistance of G/Cs-Cu, compared to bare
Cu and especially G-Cu, could be explained by the doping
of the graphene with Cs atoms, which caused G to become
n-type doped semiconductor [53], and therefore could have
increased its electrical conductivity. On the other hand, as discussed above, there is some evidence that doping graphene
with alkali metals (as opposed to, e.g., nitrogen doping [54])
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Fig. 10 – Polarization curves of bare Cu, G-Cu and G/Cs-Cu
after 15 days of immersion in 0.1 M NaCl.

to the one obtained with multi-steps methods in previous
works. Although the graphene was successfully doped with
Cs elements, the Cu substrate’s electrochemical characteristics were negatively affected by the G/Cs coating. First, Raman
spectroscopy showed that the pure graphene coating had
fewer layers, fewer defects, and larger domain size than the
G/Cs coating. These features are reliable indicators about the
deterioration of the graphene coating against corrosion due
to the Cs-dopant. Second, electrochemical testing during 15day immersion in 0.1 M NaCl conﬁrmed better anticorrosion
performance of pure graphene coating as compared to G/Cs
coating: a higher value of polarization resistance and lower
value of corrosion current density (from polarization measurements), higher impedance, coating pore resistance, charge
transfer resistance values, and lower coating capacitance and
double layer capacitance values (from EIS measurements).

Conﬂicts of interest
could actually decrease its conductivity [12,45]. However, the
main problem with the G/Cs coating could be poorer quality with more disorders and defects (as conﬁrmed by Raman
spectroscopy), compared to pure graphene. The poorer overall
quality of the coating could, presumably, lead some areas of
the bare metal to become exposed to the electrolyte. Moreover,
the high conductivity of graphene (even if it was lower after
doping) could cause the formation of (micro)galvanic cells and
accelerate the corrosion of the metal.
Further, the lower work function of G/Cs coating (3.3 eV),
compared to pure graphene (4.5 eV), could lead to an increase
in electrochemical activity of the surface, as discussed in the
EIS section. The G/Cs coating also had smaller grain size than
pure graphene (as determined from Raman spectroscopy measurements), which could cause increase in grain boundaries
density at the surface with enhanced electron activity due to
the lower work function [46], and this could lead to increased
corrosion rate of G/Cs-Cu sample, as observed by polarization
measurements. These effects taken together could lead to a
decrease in the anti-corrosion performance of the n-doped
coating compared to the pure graphene one.

4.

Conclusion

The results of XPS and Raman spectroscopy revealed that the
proposed CVD method could be used to achieve successful Csdoped graphene (G/Cs) coating on copper. As compared with
other techniques used for Cs-doping, like wet chemical doping, this method is one step, simple, and yields a coating free
of impurities. The n-type character of the coating was conﬁrmed by the XPS and Raman results. Shifting of the C1s and
Cs3d5/2 peaks to higher and smaller binding energies, respectively, and also shifting of the G band of the Raman pattern of
the G/Cs coating compared to the pure graphene were measured. Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy was employed
to study the work function of graphene and G/Cs that indicated
the lower work function of G/Cs compared with the graphene
coating, resulting from increased electron concentration of the
graphene coating due to the Cs dopants. The work function
was decreased from 4.5 eV to 3.3 eV, which is a similar drop
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